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Abstract 
Compared with actual situation of the current thermal power plant, this paper studies operation process of coal 
handling system in thermal power plant. Analyze technical characteristics of coal handling system and operating 
characteristics of the relevant machinery and equipment. Then, the safe operation of coal handling system and the 
proper method of the equipment maintenance are summed up. 
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1. Introduction 
At present, coal is the preeminent fuel of thermal power plant. Continuing up the large unit, and large 
capacity, the demand of coal is very large. Coal need to process from loading and unloading to stockpile, 
this procedure can finish by coal conveying system. This system includes add up to tens mechanical, 
guarantee the important of these mechanical are normal operation, it is very important for this system 
stable operation. And it is a key problem of reduce costs, ensure safety in production, improve the 
efficiency of work. 
2. Operation and Maintenance of Coal Handling System 
Coal handling system in thermal power plant, usually means the technique procedure that coal from 
loading and unloading outside the factory to boiler Coal Storage. Because of the large number of 
mechanical involved, we can sort as we used it, the important part includes unloading coal mechanical, 
coal yard, transport and accessory equipment, are collectively called coal handling mechanical. Accessory 
equipment includes crushing and sieving, coal blending and coal supply, Removal Iron, weigh, sample, 
dust removal equipment. 
2.1. Belt Conveyor 
Belt conveyor is a commonly used equipment of continuous transport, it have a high efficiency, this 
system have large conveying capacity, simpler construction, small amount of maintenance. On the same 
machine, it can move forward and backward, it can work with the single machine, also can work with 
complicated machine. When transport needs large transportation quant, longer distance, we can use steel 
rope transport machine. The picture one is structure picture of belt conveyor. Includes:1 body frame; 2 
roller; 3 driver unit; 4 flood-out pattern; 5 discharge funnel; 6 actuation drum; 7 conveyer belt; 8 load 
bearing roller; 9 change roller; 10 charging hopper; 11 tension roller; 12 tension device. Conveying belt 
support by rollers on drum frame. The top part of belt is load bearing material, it is load bearing branch, 
the under part is unload branch.The friction between belt and roller or belt and material can make the 
machine run continuously.  
Fig. 1. Belt Conveyor 
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When belt conveyor is working, conveying belt is drag member, also is load bearing member, loading 
conditions is complicated.The roller have these actions of amend  load distribution and avert conveying 
belt misalignment. Roller can make driving system action and conveying belt reversing. This head roller 
can fall into one; two or more, corresponding called single roller, two rollers and more rollers. We can 
dispose is according the fact. 
When transport need large transportation quant, longer distance or demand reduce conveying belt 
tension, can use two rollers two motors or more rollers more motors. Picture two and three is two rollers 
two motors drive style. Picture two is two rollers head drive style, two rollers respectively drive by two 
motors. Rollers place try to keep wrap angle big, to increase the impellent power. Picture three is two 
rollers head and tail drive; tail rollers can drive and change. This design can used on two-way reversibility 
movement  two rollers drive conveying machine. It have simpler construction, conveying belt bend times 
little and long-lasting, so it is extensive used. At two rollers or more rollers respectively drive, allow for 
manufacturing and maintenance, we should use same model motor, same diameter rollers and install fluid 
coupling in this system. 
 
Fig. 2. Dual drums head actuations                                         Fig.3. Head and tail actuations 
1 actuation drums one; 2 coupling;  
3 peed reducer; 4 motor; 
5 fluid coupling; 6 actuations drum two. 
2.1.1. The startup and stop of belt conveyor 
Belt conveyor has varied work conditions, such as normally, loading start-up, operation, stop, accident 
stop. Under normally, it should no-load start-up. Under stop, belt conveyor must no-load, until next start-
up. When any part of this system broke down, we must emergency stop, to avoid accident broaden. After 
accident stop, the start-up is loading start-up. Need big moment of force. Sometimes, belt conveyor can 
not normally because of loading, or start motor overload smoke even burn out. Although driver unit high-
speed side of belt conveyor erection limit fluid coupling,it can protection start motor, but when belt 
conveyor start-up not allowed belt speed long time not reach rated value,because it can make oil 
temperature high of fluid coupling, when a given temperature is reached, low-fusing alloy will melt, As a 
general rule do not allowed to loading start-up. 
2.1.2. The interlock and protection of belt conveyor  
At coal handling system in thermal power plant have interlock the equipment which can avoid 
equipment bad sequence start-up interlock ,every equipment work according to sequence rule start-up. so 
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as to ensure the safe operation of this system. Belt conveyor is the main equipment of this interlock 
system. When it start-up, every part start-up comply counter- direction of coal movement one by one, 
when it stop, it stop comply opposite direction one by one. Under operation, any part of this system have 
a malfunction, all equipment will stop comply counter- direction of coal movement. Other equipment 
wills normal. Meanwhile, a coal grinder does not stop except it own accident. So as to avoid or mitigate 
accident. Lastly, on main control rooms have emergency stop button, set this button, every part of this 
system will stop. Meanwhile, coal grinder delay stop. Belt conveyor also have protection equipment such 
as burden detection switch, under speed switch, avoid deviation switch switch. Motor overload protection 
and so on. 
2.1.3. Operation and maintenance of belt First point 
To extend belt service, must do routine maintenance, periodically and duly scavenged the belt, avoid 
belt injuries. When the machine working, because the water and viscosity of coal. The working surface of 
belt will sticky coal and coal dfrop to no-working surface. If do not routine maintenance, the on the belt 
will bulge,and the belt long time work will be break down, reduce belt life.Cleaning equipment at head 
and tail will clean the coal at working face and no-working surface.  
The belt do not at work track, the flank of belt will abrasive, the belt will be break down because of 
abrasive surface expand. Erection polarization transfer can modify work orbital, make the equipment 
works salty. 
In operation, litter in coal got stuck between rollers and belt, the belt long time work will be break 
down. So erection separator can clean these litter, avoid blocked failure happened. The belt will be impact 
at working, so erection more buffer rollers will reduce Impact for belt. Lastly, for Plod unloaded of belt, 
the belt should choose thick material and low belt speed. 
Adopt the above mentioned measures, can extend belt life, reduced the maintenance work, save 
material, ensure the equipment running safely.  
2.2. Screen broken machinery 
The coal into boiler, requirement have fixed grain size. always at 30~50mm, so before coal into boiler 
should sieving and .tattered. At large and medium-sized coal handling system in thermal power plant, 
screening machinery for roller screen, so thick roller sieve, sieve volatility, higher the probability of 
screening applications. There are many types of coal crusher, work is the use of an external mechanical 
force to overcome the binding force within the material. 
The process of from big to small .Currently medium-sized power plant coal handling system used in 
coal crusher, structural characteristics can be divided Hammer, Impact, and other types of hammer ring,  
hammer coal crusher due to  its large strengths, high-efficiency features, used more often. 
 
2.2.1. a  Operation and maintenance of roller screen 
a1 Roller screen installed in the system, Interlock with the system running. Starting, first start roller 
screen, second start belt conveyor. Stop, in reverse order, can not start with a load. Shutdown, the screen 
surface material must be unloaded and then shut down the net. 
a2 Regular observation of the operation, replacement of oil, grease, replacement cycle can be determined 
based on the actual operating conditions. 
a3 Between the reducer and screen machines equipped with overload protection device. When the screen 
axis due to iron, wood and other debris stuck, exceeds the allowable security torque, the safety coupling 
of the shear pin cut off incurs, screen axis to stop rotation. 
a4 Motor and reducer direct connection, motor using overheating relay 
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2.2.2 b  Application and maintenance of Ring hammer coal crusher hammer 
b1 Feeding should be uniformly distributed rotor in the effective length 
b2 Coal allowed mixture large (> 150mm), more metal, wood and other debris, surface water should 
be <15%. 
b3 When the hammer ring worn around the corner wear limit, should be replaced, requiring hammer 
ring weighing, with a set of installation. 
b4 Size sieve, broken board should maintain a certain thickness, wear thicker than 20mm, the new 
board must be replaced. 
b5 The amount wear of body wear plate can not exceed the original thickness of 2/3. 
b6 Daily operation, we should always pay attention to whether the metal machine, which do not impact 
the normal sound, check whether there is loosening of the fasteners, and timely maintenance. 
b7 Not allowed to start with a load, be sure to the device after reach normal operating speed ,the 
imposition of the load, put into operation. 
b8 Run-time, not allowed to open the access door, not attached to the machine or climbing machines, 
to avoid danger. 
b9 lubrication of coal crusher  
Bearing lubrication is an important part of coal crusher, the oil should be 1 / 2 to 2 / 3 is appropriate of 
the oil chamber, always check the location of oil and oil cleanliness, once every three months should add 
oil, cleaning twice a year at least. 
b10 regular cleaning thereon Room. 
Ring hammer crushed coral can remove iron mixed in coal, wood and other debris in order to protect 
themselves not injury. Debris has been appropriated for iron interior, but also of coal into the iron room, 
If not clean, not only receive in addition to the effect of debris, and take the objects (eg, cotton, straw, 
rags, etc.) throw into the sieve gate holes, cause congestion. Even when faced with iron, issue impact with 
the body, resulting the machine vibration and noise, so that damage to the hammer or the trash rack of 
sieve, which is very dangerous. Therefore, every day should be cleaned once addition iron room, should 
be checked once a week in various parts of the machine working conditions. 
b11 Sieve gap adjustment. 
Ring hammer coal crusher should periodically adjust the gap between hammer loop and sieve. The size 
of the gap determine nesting size. The gap is too big, coal crusher can not play the normal output and 
efficiency, On the contrary, will greatly reduce the ability of exclude debris. Gap can not be too small, the 
gap is too small, equipment will reduce contribute and the power consumption increases. So the gap of 
sieve should be appropriate adjustment. 
2.3. Dust iron and removal equipment 
Coal from mining to shipped to plant, inevitably mixed with iron and other debris. Debris into the coal 
handling system can make the belt vertical cut through, coal drop pipe, coal bunker and other clogging 
phenomenon. The coal crusher and other equipment early wear and tear, and even cause serious accidents. 
Therefore, usually coal handling system to conduct multi-level dust iron. Lastly, at process of crushing, 
screening, processing ,dust debris and transport, coal due to vibration, shock, throwing and so on, will 
generate a lot of dust, to prevent dust pollution to the environment, must do dust handled. Ventilation and 
dust removal in industrial production is application of effective, in the thermal power plant coal handling 
system is widely used. Ventilation and dust removal is sent the gas frpm fans pipeline into dust collector, 
to remove the dust, commonly referred to as dust removal system refers to the casing, duct, fan and dust 
that "four pieces" composed of ventilation and dust removal system, operation and maintenance of dust 
iron and removal equipment in coal handling system is an important content of work, good or bad of work 
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quality has a direct impact on the stable operation of coal handling system, affect plant safety. Therefore, 
it must be carried out strictly in accordance with relevant procedures. 
3. Conclusion 
This paper presents effect and working principle of coal handling system in thermal power plant. 
Analysis the operation and work of major equipment in this system, describes the main malfunctions form 
at key equipment. Emphasized some main problems of these mechanical devices which should pay 
attention on use and maintenance. For the actual production safety of thermal power plant has a certain 
reference and guidance. 
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